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During the 5th week of human development, the distal end of the upper limb bud begins to
flatten and expand forming the autopod or handplate. Over the next few days the handplate
will transform into a predictable series of segmented digits. The molecular mechanisms
underlying digit formation are not fully understood, however, recent investigations in
animal models and clinical genetics provide some interesting insights into the process.

Limb Initialization, Outgrowth and Developmental Axes
The position of the upper limb along the cranial-caudal axis is established by Hox
transcription factors (Fig. 1a and 1b)3;42. Within the presumptive upper limb field, Hox
transcription factors up-regulate the T-box containing transcription factor 5 (TBX5) which,
in turn, up-regulates fibroblast growth factor 10 (FGF10) secretion to promote upper limb
bud initiation and outgrowth1;15;20;24;31. The subsequent morphogenesis of the emerging limb
bud can be described in terms of three coordinate axes – the proximal-distal axis, the
anterior-posterior (or radial-ulnar) axis and the dorsal-ventral (or dorsal-volar) axis as
depicted in Figure 1. Each of these axes is controlled by a signaling center that initiates a
cascade of axis-related pathways. Although all three axis-related pathways contribute to
digit formation, the anterior-posterior axis establishes the number of digits and digitspecific morphology (phalange size and number) and will be the primary focus of this
report.

Figure 1. Limb Induction and Signaling Center Formation
A) Depiction of an emerging upper limb bud in Carnegie stage 12 embryo. B) Hox genes establish
upper limb position and polarity. C) Cascade of events that initiate limb bud formation and proximal
distal polarity with formation of the apical ectodermal ridge (AER) and induction of Fgf8. D)
Cascade of events that induce the expression of Shh and formation of the zone of polarizing activity
establishing radial-ulnar (anterior –posterior) polarity. E) Unknown factors in somites and/or
intermediate mesoderm initiate Wnt7a expression in what will become the dorsal ectoderm. Bmps
induce the expression of En1 in what will become the ventral ectoderm and thereby establishes the
dorsal ventral boundary where the AER will form (orange).

Prior to handplate formation, expression of the first phase of distal HOXD transcription
factors (HOXD10-13) occurs in a nested collinear fashion along the anterior-posterior axis,
with HOXD10 exhibiting the largest initial expression domain. Each successively more
distal HOXD transcription factor is nested within the previous gene’s expression domain
(See Figure 2). HOXD13, the terminal transcription factor in the HOXD cluster, has the
smallest expression domain and overlaps the zone of polarizing activity (ZPA), within the
distal posterior or ulnar aspect of the limb bud. This first phase of distal HOXD expression
corresponds to the forearm or zeugopod specification.

Figure 2. Molecular Pathways Regulating Digit Formation
TBX5 expression (yellow) persists as the autopod forms (Carnegie stage 16, post fertilization day 37;
comparable to mouse embryonic day 12 or e12) and begins to differentiate (Carnegie stage 18, post
fertilization day 44; comparable to mouse e13). However, expression of TBX5 in the autopod is limited
to the anterior-proximal aspect (illustrated as a yellow-dashed line). HOXA13 is expressed within
autopod cells (illustrated as magenta) and delineates the proximal autopod boundary. Interestingly,
digit 1 or the thumb, is the only digit to have the combined expression both TBX5 and HOXA13. The
distal HOXD complex (HOXD10-13) is expressed in a nested collinear pattern in early limb
development (early phase, Stg 15 or mouse e11). This nested pattern is also thought to participate in
the induction or maintenance of Shh expression. GLI3 processing by SHH (purple) sets up an
anterior-posterior gradient of GLI3 repressor(GLI3R)(orange). SHH also regulates the expression of
the distal HOXD transcription factors (HOXD10-13) (Carnegie Stg 18 or mouse e13) within
increasing intensity (quatitative collinearity). These transcription factors appear to physically
interact with GLI3 to refine digit identity (the SHH dependent boundary is highlighted by a purple
dashed line). HOXD 10-12 have overlapping expression domains in presumptive digits 2-5, but are
restricted from the thumb domain. HOXD13 in contrast is expressed in all of the digit domains
including the presumptive thumb, though its late extension into the thumb domain is SHH
independent.

Sonic hedgehog (SHH) is secreted from the ZPA and establishes a posterior to anterior
gradient along the anterior-posterior (radial-ulnar) axis. SHH manifests its action via the
family of GLI-Krupple zinc finger transcription factors (GLI1, GLI2 and GLI3). Of these
GLI3 is the most important during limb development. In the absence of SHH, Gli3 is
processed into a truncated form that is a strong transcriptional repressor (GLI3R) 27;38.
SHH inhibits this processing, thus the posterior-anterior SHH gradient is translated into a
complementary anterior-posterior intracellular gradient of GLI3R (See Figure 2)38.
SHH/GLI3 regulation is critical for posterior (ulnar) limb proliferation and distal
patterning (forearm and hand) 33;44.
*A general summary of upper limb development can be reviewed at:
http://www.llu.edu/central/faculty/koberg/limb.page? (Courtesy of the American Society
for Surgery of the Hand)

Digitizing the Handplate
The handplate is the last segment of the limb bud to form, appearing about 37 days post
ovulation (Carnegie stage 16, Figure 2). As the handplate forms, several molecular
pathways converge. HOXA13, the terminal Hox transcription factor of the HOXA cluster,
is induced in the distal limb bud demarcating the handplate boundary41;43. Concurrently,
a second “late”, SHH-regulated phase of distal HOXD expression (that corresponds with
digit formation) is generated that partially reverses their expression domains, i.e., reversed
colinearity19. In addition, there is a graded expression intensity with HOXD13 exhibiting
the most robust expression within the digits, and HOXD10 exhibiting the least intense
expression, what has been termed quantitative colinearity11.
Experimental evidence suggested that the ZPA produced a diffusible morphogen that
established a spatial concentration gradient across the anterior-posterior limb bud axis29.
This provided cells with a positional value according to their position within the gradient
field. SHH was subsequently identified and validated as the morphogen secreted by the
ZPA critical for limb patterning and digit identity9;23. More recently, Shh has been shown
to have dual, separable functions in both patterning and growth33;44.
The accumulated evidence suggests that these molecules work collectively to establish the
five digit pattern common to most tetrapods (animals with four limbs). Although a
molecular gradient has been a popular hypothesis, a gradient model does not fully explain
the repeating digital-interdigital pattern. Recent analysis of compound deletions of distal
Hox (Hoxa13, Hoxd11-13) and Gli3 genes in mice, exposed an intrinsic self-organizing
mechanism involved in patterning the digits28. With the progressive reduction of Hox gene
dose in the absence of Gli3, there is a progressive increase in digit numbers (up to 14 digits)

that is not accompanied by a corresponding increase in handplate size, thus the digits are
increasingly thinner and shorter.
Alan Turing first proposed a mathematical diffusion-reaction model to account for
repetitive self-organizing patterns, such as stripes or spots in animal skin and fur34. This
model proposes two molecules, an activator and inhibitor, which diffuse into a field of cells.
The activator auto-upregulates itself and upregulates its own inhibitor. In contrast, the
model’s inhibitor suppresses the activator and auto-inhibits its own expression (see Figure
3).

Figure 3. Turing-Like Patterning in Limbs
In the upper left-hand boxed region is a diagram of the diffusion-driven instability model with an
activator and inhibitor. Modulation of this intrinsic self-organizing mechanism (ISOM) by FGF and
HOX/GLI is also depicted. In the model described by Sheth et al. (2012), FGF from the apical
ectodermal ridge (AER) promotes a radial stripe pattern from the ISOM and ultimately regulates
digit length (blue), while FGF in concert with distal HOX and GLI transcription factors limit the
number of digits (green).
On the bottom of the figure, a series of handplates show the rapid
progression from fluctuating activator-inhibitor interaction (noise) to a stabilized 5-digit pattern. On
the right, progressive loss of digit suppressing HOX/GLI transcription factors (green bar) causes an
increase in the number of digits patterned by the ISOM.

Small random molecular fluctuations of the activator and the inhibitor eventually lead to
steady patterns, usually spots or stripes. The pattern is dependent upon the robustness of
activator and inhibitor expression as well as their diffusion rates. This intrinsic selforganizing or Turing mechanism controls the initial alternating digit/non digit pattern in
the handplate. Although the molecular identity of the activator and inhibitor are not yet
known, these investigations indicate that the terminal HOXA/D transcription factors, in
concert with Shh/Gli3 regulation, modulate the intrinsic self-organizing mechanism and are
critical in resolving the common digit-interdigit pattern of pentydactyly.
Once the number of digits has been established, digit specific morphologies are determined.
The mechanisms that regulate digit morphology are not full characterized, but at the distal
end of each digit there is a thin cap of cells called the phalanx forming region (PFR) or
digital cresent (Figure 4)16;30.
Signals from the adjacent posterior interdigital tissue
regulate digit morphology and function relatively late as the phalanges are progressively
being formed 6. Our current understanding suggests that SHH – GLI3R/GLI3FL counter
gradients and SHH-regulated HOXD10-13 transcription factors (particularly for digits 2-5),
likely through BMPs (predominantly BMP2, 4 &7) and from AER-related FGFs and WNTs
instruct the PFR to form the appropriate number and size of phalanges16;25;26;30;39;40.
The thumb domain is somewhat different, expressing factors that are thought to influence
the specialized morphology of the thumb 21. TBX5 expression extends into the proximal
handplate, associated with the presumptive carpals and thumb, but does not extend into
the ulnar digits (digits 2-5)(Figure 2)12. Moreover, the thumb domain is accentuated by the
lack of HOXD10-12 expression and only the most terminal HOX transcription factors, i.e.,
HOXA13 and HOXD13, are expressed.
When the digit morphology has been established, the AER regresses and the terminal
phalanges begin to form5;26. Formation of terminal phalanges is morphologically and
mechanistically different from other phalanges. Although a cartilage model forms similar
to other phalanges, ossification begins at the distal tapered tip rather than as a collar
around the mid-shaft4. A keratinized nail also forms on the dorsal aspect of the terminal or
ungual phalanx. In mice, the terminal phalanges are demarcated molecularly by the
expression of Bambi, a Bmp inhibitor, and Sp8, a member of the specificity protein family of
transcription factors that mediates Wnt signaling (Figure 4, last panel)4;10. In addition, the
terminal phalanx retains the expression of MSX1, a transcription factor that is thought to
convey the capacity for fingertip regeneration2;7.

Figure 4. Digit Morphogenesis
After establishing digit number and the SHH dependant/independent domains, digit morphologies
are specified. Digit morphologies are determined by the adjacent posterior interdigital mesoderm as
illustrated (ID1–ID5). The inderdigital tissue conveys specified digit morphology to the phalanx
forming region (PFR—magenta) capping the distal tip of each digital anlagen. The PFR, in concert
with the AER (orange), determines phalanx size, length and positioning of joints. The interdigital
tissue subsequently undergoes Bmp mediated programmed cell death (speckled regions). As the AER
regresses the distal or ungual phalanx begins to form and is demarcated by expression of mesodermal
Msx1 (blue) and ectodermal Sp8 (green). (Image adapted from Oberg et al., 2010)

Clinical Genetics
While animal models are important in characterizing many of the pathways that regulate
digit formation, genetic analysis of patients with congenital upper limb anomalies are
instrumental in providing relevant molecules to investigate and in confirming conservation
of suspected pathways. For example, disruption of GLI3 was first recognized in patients
with Greig cephalopolysyndactyly37. GLI3 was subsequently confirmed as the molecule
disrupted in the mouse mutant extra-toes (Xt), that had some features akin to Greig
cephalopolysyndactyly36. However, it was several years later before GLI3 was recognized
as the transcription factor mediating SHH function14. Limb features in patients with this
autosomal dominant mutation include broad thumbs with a central phalangeal defect/hole
and distal phalangeal duplication, features similar to those seen in heterozygote mouse
knockouts indicating functional conservation of GLI3 in vertebrate limb
patterning32{personal observation, Ros MA).
Similarly, functional conservation of SHH in limb patterning and its limb specific
regulation have also been demonstrated in humans. In fact, it was point mutations in
patients with preaxial polydactyly type II or triphalangeal thumbs that unveiled the
vertebrate ZPA regulatory sequence (ZRS){Lettice, 2002 1362 /id;Lettice, 2003 1360 /id}.
Based on animal models, loss of SHH function would limit ulnar expansion and affect the
development of the ulna and ulnar digits, features known clinically as ulnar longitudinal
deficiency. However, in humans, no syndromic or genetic basis of ulnar longitudinal
deficiency has yet been identified.

Disruptions of distal HOXD and HOXA genes also have known mutations that demonstrate
their involvement in hand development. Synpolydactyly has been linked to HOXD13
mutation and has central polydactyly supporting a role for HOXD13 in defining the number
of digits formed18. While Hand-foot-uterus syndrome is caused by disruption in HOXA13
and is characterized by shortened thumbs and little fingers, occasionally with hypoplastic
middle phalanges reducing the digital lengths of all of the fingers 17;35. These findings
support a role for HOXA13 in establishing digital lengths.
The thumb is an unusual digit and from a developmental biology standpoint, is
differentiated from other digits by being the last to form, being independent of SHH, and
lacking the expression of the distal HOXD genes. These features also appear to put the
thumb at significant risk of disruption as over 1100 syndromes have hypoplastic thumbs as
a feature21. Thus, it appears that thumb development (radial longitudinal deficiency) is
most frequently impaired following any disruption that compromises the width of the
handplate, particularly with persistent SHH function preserving the posterior or ulnar
aspect of the limb bud13;22.
Molecular contributions to the terminal phalanx proposed by animal models have also been
demonstrated in humans2 and implicated in the conserved regenerative capacity of digit
tips8.
These past recent successes in delineating the molecular basis of hand development
encourage continued genetic evaluation of limb malformations to further characterize the
involved pathways.
Further discoveries are likely to occur from this synergistic
relationship between clinical genetics and developmental biology.
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